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ABOUT
PASHA

A decentralized, community-run charity
cryptocurrency project that gives back to
human being and animal shelters and
advocates for the well-being of human
and animals in need.
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Pasha is a Unique crypto currency
which allows investors to take an
active role in saving Human being
and Animal lives. While there are
million of orphans and animals
world wide, a most of them are
disproportionately f o u n d in
developing countries and conflict
zones. These regions are in a
constant battle to access the
resources, they so desperately need
in order for every child to have
food, shelter, and hope for the future.
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MISSION
That’s why we founded Pasha. We know that
very few of us are able to just decide to
travel to where volunteers are needed most,
but what we can all do is intentionally choose
to support projects and companies that
make the world a better place. At Pasha,
we don’t just say that’s our top priority,
Crypto currencies are changing the game
for humanitarian efforts with their versatility
and accessibility, and Pasha plans to be on
the forefront of this innovation .We crafted a
token that rewards holders for supporting
charities with an automatic 5 % re distribution
on each transaction and put it on the BSC
Network , so even your spare can change a
child’s life.

Also We strive to be a true charity - focused
cryptocurrency that provides aid to animal
shelters, develops a digital ecosystem for
charities to receive aid , and advocates for
the well -being of animals in need around the
world.
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VISION
Some people in life simply have a higher calling, a
drive within themselves to improve the world around
them. We see this clearly in history but don’t always
recognize it when it’s happening around us. Our
founder is one of those rare people who feels guided
in this way, and it is with his vision that we will
define future generations. From a very young age,
he knew that he wanted to devote his life to
humanitarian efforts .
To create the change he wanted to see in the world.
While this was the traditional route to starting an
organization , like so many of us here , he found
crypto currency to be a turning point. His success
taught him that anything is possible in the crypto
world, and enabled us to launch the innovative
project, Pasha.
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Why Crypto ?
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SMART CONTRACT ?

Smart contract is one of the most important parts of
modern block chains. Smart contracts are deployed
on blockchain, triggered automatically and cannot be
modified after deployed. These characteristics make
smart contracts the best solution for traditional digital
contracts.
However , smart
contracts can not
communicate with data outside the block chains.
Based on this problem, we propose a solution to this.
The solution is called an oracle. An Pasha oracle connects
the offchain world with smart contracts. Differ from
most existing oracles, Pasha Token is a decentralized
oracle network, which provides more secure services
than the normal ones. This paper details the on-chain
components for smart contracts connecting with the
off-chain world and the underlying modules of Pasha
Token nodes. Probable optimizations are also included
in this paper, which illustrates the directions for Pasha
Token in the future.
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BLOCKCHAIN
?
A blockchain is a distributed database that is shared
among the nodes o f a computer network. As a
database, a blockchain stores information electronically
in digital format. Blockchains are best known for their
crucial role in cryptocurrency systems, such as Bitcoin,
for maintaining a secure and decentralized record of
transactions. The innovation with a blockchain is that it
guarantees the fidelity and security of a record of data
and generates trust without the need for a trusted third
party.
One key difference between a typical database and a
blockchain is how the data is structured. A blockchain
collects information together in groups, known as
blocks, that hold sets o f information. Blocks have
certain storage capacities and, when filled, are closed
and linked to the previously filled block, forming a
chain of data known as the blockchain . All new
information that follows that freshly added block is
compiled into a newly formed block that will then also
be added to the chain once filled.
A database usually structures its data into tables,
whereas a blockchain, like its name implies, structures
its data into chunks (blocks) that are strung together.
This data structure in herently makes an irreversible
time line of data when implemented in a decentralized
nature. When a block is filled, it is set in stone and
becomes a part of this time line. Each block in the
chain is given an exact time stamp when it is added to
the chain.
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PASHA
STATISTICS

The Contract is Deployed on the
BINANCE SMART CHAIN
Contract Address :
0xb15C29Ac86459dF7Ce4Af76d0EfDE1746EEefD2a

NAME : PASHA COIN
SYMBOL : PASHA
DECIMAL : 8
Total Supply : 10 Billion
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TOKENOMICS

By investing and holding PASHA in your crypto wallet, you
will make sure you are part of a project that donates to
organizations which save the lives of animals and Human
beings
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WALLET :

Where to Buy ?
Available on
Decentralised Exchange :

Trading on PancakeSwap is very easy compared to most
exchanges.
You will need a Binance Smart Chain-compatible wallet.
Go to the exchange page like mentioned below.
Unlock your Binance Smart Chain-compatible wallet by
clicking Unlock Wallet (You can also Connect in the top
right-hand corner). If you can not find Pasha in this
option, kindly copy our Pasha Coin contract address and
paste it for swapping.
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ROADMAP

Phase 1
Launch Website
Launch Social Media Channels
Launch White Paper
Token Deployment
Start Marketing Campaign
Audit
Launch in Pancake Swap

Phase 2
Our first Donation to a foundation
Blockfolio Listing
Being listed on Centralised Exchange
Coinmarket Cap Listing
Coingecko Listing
Keep Donating to foundations
Having logo and price available on
Wallets

Phase 3
Launch Pasha Swap
Being Listed on Major Exchanges
Implement additional uses for
PASHA
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TEAM
CHIEF PROGRAMMER
Computer science and blockchain engineer with more
than 5 years of experience in writing smart contracts
who develpoed the PASHA smart contract infrasturcture.

WEB DESIGN
Publicist & designer with 10 years of experience in
Digital marketing .He performs different independent
works in design, ads, social media strategy, website
consultancies.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Digital business management student , Community
manager in many business.

MARKETING
Great experience in international marketing
companies.
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LINKS
Website : www.pashacoin.org
Email : support@pashacoin.org
Telegram : @pashacoinuae
Twiter : @pasha_coin
Facebook : @Pasha-Coin108942035005177/
Instagram : @pashacoin
Youtube : Pasha Coin

PASHA COIN
Peace on earth
Goodwill to all..
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